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Dear readers,

What’s new Find out more about the many

MOTO LINE innovations
at EICMA 05 in Milan

Most customer relationships are based on
more than just perfect products and services. Often a harmonious relationship tacitly rests on personal values and conduct.
People have to fit and know what they can
expect from their partner. Does this mean
a relationship of mutual dependence?
As a freelance advertising and PR consultant and editor of this magazine, I say the
answer is clearly YES. All players in any
system are dependent on each other in one
way or another – motivated employees are
just as important as fair raw material suppliers and reliable sales channels. Ultimately, customers decide through their
orders whether a company can offer the
expected product or service on the market
– and thereby survive.

different jobs modern radiator protection has
to do all year round in our informative article on
pages 6 and 7.

WHAT’S NEW

At the personal level, we usually sense
early on if the chemistry is right. With a
motor oil, for example, it’s rather more
difficult to decide at the product level
whether we’re looking at a good or an
outstanding “vintage”. With an extremely
broad and deep range of motor oils,
you can depend on MOTOREX to have
the right product for every use and every
pocket. Manufacturer approval and the
MOTOREX advisory service are there
to help you make the right purchase.

there is MOTOREX. ++41 (0)62 919 75 75, www.motorex.com

Martin Aeschlimann
Advertising Manager SAWI/IAA

MOTOREX antifreeze products
provide full protection all year
round – and not just in winter.

MOTOR OIL

EXPORT
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Motor Oils With its three new classes
POWER & PERFORMANCE, MANUFACTURERS and
SAFETY & ECONOMY, MOTOREX gives you a range
tailored to all technical and commercial needs.

Box

PAGE 14

Did you know that
MOTOREX AG takes part
in “Synergy Projects”in
close collaboration with
specialists from every
imaginable field of technology? This time we
look at collaboration
with FISCHER Precision
Spindles AG.
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“Parlez-vous MOTOREX?” –
a portrait of the French MOTO LINE
importer Bihr Distribution
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Ready for the future:
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Getting ahead means going over the top. The only way to do the impossible
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CAR LINE motor oils,
for better driving – every time.

Enjoy your reading!

is to keep on going when others stop. And no matter where you want to go, the oil to get you

New head of exports
at BUCHER AG LANGENTHAL

MOTOREX® and all employed product
names are internationally protected
trade marks.
No responsibility is accepted for printing
errors or changes in the technical data.

Tel. ++41 (0)62 919 75 75
Fax ++41 (0)62 919 75 95
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Customer service by phone. Advice
and problem solving also in German,
French and Italian.

Text contributions may be used
when source is indicated.

www.motorex.com
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Dealer Zone

Always up-to-date:

Checkout

42 (76.21)
No. of items:

4.84 - Overall, black
Black overall. Reinforced cotton.
Twill (60% cotton, 40% polyester)

Add to basket
Reinforced cotton, twill.
(60% cotton / 40% polyester)
Embroidered MOTOREX logo on back
Embroidered MOTOREX logo on breast

Ordering MOTOREX
work and leisure wear
and other useful items is
easy and fast at the new
MOTOREX shop.
Try it today!

www.motorex.com
Have you visited MOTOREX’s new website yet?
The new version has recently gone live with more information, excitement and entertainment than ever. The site’s graphics have also been
redesigned. Its new modern structure makes access to information quicker
and easier.
And of course, the content is available in German, French and English.
All this and a lot more awaits you there:
• Company information
• An overview of MOTOREX’s wide product range
with details on specific products
• MOTOREX’s global dealer directory
• News and events, including trade fairs
where MOTOREX will be exhibiting
• MOTOREX’s newsletter and subscription form
• An overview of results for the race teams
sponsored by MOTOREX
• And more besides...

Screensaver

eNewsletter
MOTOREX magazine
MOTOREX Paddock
Report

Bicycle

Fun + Hobby

Agriculture + Forest

Mountain + Runways

Transport

Building

Train

Garage + Workshop

Industry

Shop

Log in
and experience MOTOREX
on the world wide web!

Dealer Zone

Car
Motor Oil
Fully Synthetic
XPERIENCE FS-X 0W/40
XPERIENCE FS-X 5W/40
XPERIENCE FS-X 10W/60
CONCEPT V-XL 0W/30
PROFILE B-XL 0W/30
Synthetic Performance

Fully synthetic motor oil for passenger cars with unique improved
lubricity
• Gives a definite fuel saving
• Extremely reliable in respect of cold starting and thermal stability
• Especially formulated and tested for high-performance petrol and
diesel engines
• Maximum protection against wear and very rapid lubrication
• Please note manufacturer’s specifications

Synthetic
Transmisson Oil
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Anyone who spends hours each
day sitting knows the value
of a good ergonomically
designed chair.
For over a hundred
years, chairs have
been

Select your Interest

XPERIENCE FS-X 0W/30

Van Tulder made good use of his contacts
with the organizer of the Motocross Grand
Prix of the Netherlands in Lierop to put his
company and the well-known brands it represents front and center with race fans.
The core demographic was numerous and
attentive, and customers and browsers kept
employees in the ariete sales tent constantly
busy, even during the race itself!

MOTO LINE innovations
at EICMA 05 Milano

TEFLON® SPRAY for high-tech chair

A comprehensive range
of MOTOREX motor
oils is also available on the
Internet. An integrated
search tool helps you
quickly find the product
you’re looking for.

DE | FR | EN

Motorcycle

In recent decades MOTOREX has
made a strong name for itself throughout Europe, especially in the field of
motorcycle racing. Mindshare is the
first step in building a successful business. Those who have it can take advantage of the connections they’ve built in

Subscription corner

Home | Search | Sitemap | Print

Car

A presence to keep you
moving forward

Cards+eGoodies

Photo: Girsberger AG

Basket

Work
Sport + Leisure
Children

Screenshots: WeServe AG

Overall, black

their own countries to develop their import business. Take Frank van Tulder of
ARIETE, MOTO LINE importer for the
Netherlands.

Shop

Girsberger AG’s specialty. The company is
one of Switzerland’s leading producers of
high-quality seating for home and office.
Girsberger uses TEFLON® SPRAY
from the new MOTOREX HI-TECH
line of sprays in assembling its modern
Clarity office chair. Teflon® is a highly
effective solid lubricant which actively
enables moving parts to slide smoothly
against each other. Being free of grease,
oil and silicon, it can be used without
restriction on seating. Solutions that
sit well – from MOTOREX and Girsberger!

Keeping the machine clean: BIKE LINE CLEANING KIT

Ronald Kabella: new head of exports at BUCHER AG LANGENTHAL

Cleaning your bike after
a hard ride has become
as much a part of the riding
routine as hitting the
showers after a tough
athletic event. Launched
at EUROBIKE, the
MOTOREX BIKE
CLEANING KIT is as
practical on the road as it
is at home.

We are pleased to introduce Mr. Ronald
Kabella, the new head of exports at
BUCHER AG in LANGENTHAL
since the end of this summer. A native
German, Mr. Kabella trained as an industrial sales representative and has
completed various advanced programs
since graduation. He spent several years
as head of sales for Dunlop Deutschland, experience which has brought him
intimate knowledge of the auto parts

The 500 ml BIKE CLEAN mister, a
500 ml EASY CLEAN spray, 100 ml
DRY LUBE and 10 ml sample of BIKE
SHINE are neatly packed in a practical
MOTOREX bucket together with a
sponge and absorbent cotton cloth.
After a ride you can stop at a water pump
for water and clean your bike before
loading it into your car.
Keep your bike a clean machine!

The 63rd EICMA in Milan, the year’s most
important two-wheeler trade fair, was again
booked solid – an auspicious sign for exhibitors
who came from all over the world to display
their goods. Naturally MOTOREX was among
them, exhibiting its successful MOTO LINE.
MOTOREX showed the public its range of
RACING FORK OILS, newly improved in
cooperation with WP-Suspension and others.
For best results, high-end forks not only need
proper tuning, but the ideal fork oil for a given
type of riding. MOTOREX’s new LOW
FRICTION TECHNOLOGY prevents stickslip behavior and provides a wholly new riding
experience.

and motorcycle market and an extensive
network of contacts.
Mr. Kabella is an enthusiastic rider himself and rides several motorcycles of
different types. With an ideal professional background and “gasoline in his
blood,” he is destined for success in
guiding collaboration with MOTOREX
importers into the future. We wish him
a successful start.
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W h a t ’s n e w

W h a t ’s n e w

The importance of regular changing

More than ever, old and new engine

Old coolant not changed in accordance
with the manufacturer’s specifications can
result in chemical reactions at high temperatures with disastrous consequences.
Microscopic particles can be dissolved
from surfaces and form deposits at other
points. The result, a coating which reduces
the diameter of the cooling system or may
even block a coolant channel completely, is
a sure sign of impending damage to the

materials need secure protection
against frost and rust for a full
365 days a year. Even cooling
systems need high-tech solutions –
and MOTOREX has the answer.

engine! The product data sheet shows the
antifreeze needed and the mix for each
type of protection. The antifreeze should
be mixed with clean, potable-quality tap
water.

Manufacturers’ certification
Individual certification by car manufacturers is particularly important for radiator protection agents. Certification fol-

lows years of cooperation, fleet tests and
testing in the laboratory and on the test
bench. MOTOREX ANTIFREEZE products have a wide range of certification by
the leading vehicle manufacturers, and are
always a good choice.
Your MOTOREX customer service
representative and importer will be
happy to provide detailed information.

The right radiator protection at a glance

Photos: BASF

Year-round radiator protection
Once, we used alcohol diluted with water
to keep our coolant from freezing in the
winter. These days are now long past,
however, and today, modern coolants have
a whole range of functions:
• protection against corrosion
• protection against cavitation
• protection against frost
• protection against overheating
• high heat transfer
Intact (left) and corroded (right) cylinder
head gasket around the coolant channel.

• temperature resistance
• hard water stability
• compatibility with materials

Speaking of cavitation ...
Cavitation – the formation of tiny hollow
spaces or bubbles within a fluid – is another
source of problems. When they burst, they
release shockwaves in the cooling system
that can destroy thin metal walls in the
engine block.
MOTOREX ANTIFREEZE avoids
the problem, as laboratory testing of its
cavitation, erosion and corrosion properties shows. These properties and others
can only be tested in the laboratory –
all the workshop can measure is the
freezing point.

• low foaming
• protection against deposits

Enemy Number One – corrosion

Coolant hose with high-quality (left) and
poorer-quality (right) radiator protection.
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Rust (corrosion) in the cooling system is
the worst enemy of any material. And
dealing with all the different alloys and
materials with different surfaces used in
engine blocks, cylinder heads and all
the various sensors and switches is quite
a job for any coolant. MOTOREX has
risen to this major challenge by producing a range of several antifreezes customized for specific materials and manufacturer’s specifications (see table).

Complex chemical composition
All MOTOREX ANTIFREEZE products are based on ethylene glycol and inhibitors such as those used to protect
rubber components. Depending on the
product and use, nitrite, phosphate amine
and silicate additives may be unnecessary.
Glycol gives antifreeze a sweet taste, but
it is also slightly poisonous. As a result
antifreeze should always be kept well out
of the reach of children! Used coolant
must also always be carefully collected
and properly disposed of.

Product

Color Application

green Standard antifreeze for
MOTOREX
gray cast iron engines.
ANTIFREEZE GRÜN
Suitable for all metals in
the cooling system.

Phosphate and
amine free

MOTOREX
ANTIFREEZE G 05
Phosphate and
amine free

yellow Standard antifreeze,
especially suitable for
gray cast iron engines
and large truck and
tractor diesel engines.

red
MOTOREX
ANTIFREEZE
PROTECT G 30 plus
Nitrite,phosphate,
amine and
silicate free

MOTOREX
ANTIFREEZE
PROTECT G 48
Nitrite,phosphate,
amine and
silicate free

blue

Top product for modern
engines,especially
heavy-duty aluminum
engines.

The product with the
greatest number of
specifications for all popular engines and metals
in the cooling system.
The right antifreeze
for mixed fleets (cars,
trucks,construction &
transport).

MOTOREX
ANTIFREEZE
NITRITE FREE

For modern engines
turquoise and metals in the cooling system.

MOTOREX
ANTIFREEZE
READY FOR USE

green Pre-mixed for modern
engines and metals in
the cooling system.

Phosphate and
amine free,
protection to -40°C
* excluding Porsche

Specifications

Maximum
use

MB 325.0
VW TL 774-A* (MT45)
MTU

3 years or
manufacturer’s
recommendation

yes

VW:TL 774-B
MB 325.0
John Deere:JDM H 24
Liaz:61-0-0257
MTU:MTL 5048
CHRYSLER:MS-9769
TOYOTA:TS K2601 G
CASE:MS 1710

3 years or
manufacturer’s
recommendation

yes

VW:TL 774-D/F
PORSCHE
MB 325.3
FORD:WSS-M 97B44-D
MAN 324SNF
MTU:MTL 5048
SCANIA:TI 02-98 08 13T/B/M

4 years or
manufacturer’s
recommendation

yes

VW:TL 774-C
MB 325.0
BMW N 600 69.0
OPEL/GM:B 040 0240
SAAB:6901599
MAN 324NF
MTU:MTL 5048
KDH:H-LV 0161 0188
SCANIA:TB 1451
Jenbacher TA-Nr.1000-0201
Liebherr:TLV 035
TLV 23009 A

3 years or
manufacturer’s
recommendation

yes

2 years or manufacturer’s recommendation

yes

2 years or
manufacturer’s
recommendation

yes

MB 325.2
VW TL 774-A (MT40)
Ford SSM97B9102A

Miscible

Radiator with high-quality (left) and defective (right) radiator protection.

Water pump with suitable (left) and unsuitTechnical modifications reserved

able (right) radiator protection.
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Motor Oil

Motor Oil

MOTOREX has brought together all
its car motor oils under the CAR LINE
name. These clearly and uniformly
labeled products let you satisfy every
need. Even better – your MOTOREX
importer can offer you the right products,
tailored to your needs.

CAR MOTOR OILS: better choice all round

It goes without saying that the recommended MOTOREX motor oils are
approved for all intended uses. Developing and producing innovative and proven
lubricants has been a MOTOREX
specialty for over 60 years. Professional
advice is just as much a part of what
MOTOREX delivers as the extensive
service package and well-developed technical customer service.

You could write a book about motor oil. Formulations, approvals, oil change
intervals and additives would all play an important role. But let’s give away the
ending now: with its three new POWER & PERFORMANCE, MANUFACTURERS
and SAFETY & ECONOMY classes, MOTOREX gives you a range tailored to the
technical and commercial needs of every workshop.
We feel it is extremely important, therefore, to show you which products are suitable for which technologies and budget.
The large number of vehicle manufacturers means that the standards that motor

oils have to satisfy have become immensely complex. With MOTOREX
lubricants, however, a high quality standard is always paramount for each and
every product.

Ideal for refilling with identical quality:
the patented MOTOREX 1 liter container
with integrated nozzle.

The new MOTOREX CAR LINE – leading technology organized simply
The right oils can be found quickly and easily from the three categories.

MOTOREX
POWER & PERFORMANCE

MOTOREX
MANUFACTURERS

MOTOREX
SAFETY & ECONOMY

Top-quality oil
for top-quality cars

Manufacturer-specific
motor oils

Universal standard
motor oils

• extreme quality and safety

• produced to vehicle manufacturers’specific requirements

• quality oils at convenient
prices

• all relevant manufacturer
approvals covered

• suitable for older highmileage vehicles

• modern LongLife and Fuel
Economy oils (FEO)

• protects and lubricates
engines with maximum
reliability

• extensive manufacturer
approval
• state of the art in ACEA
and API
• covers a broad range
of vehicles
Every MOTOREX motor oil has
a technical information sheet
with exact specifications.
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• attractively designed, practical small container boosts
repeat sales

• LowAsh technology for vehicles with diesel particle filters
• for reduced emissions

Quality and competence count
A survey by the German trade magazine
AUTOHAUS shows that when the average workshop customer chooses a motor
oil, the deciding factor for is not the price,
but the quality of the lubricant and the
competence of the workshop performing
the maintenance.
What customers expect from lubricants
varies depending on the vehicles and customers a workshop serves. For manufacturer’s agents, lubricants can be used for
up to 30,000 km under certain circumstances. For used car dealers in the lower
price segment, a free oil and filter change
before delivery can be an additional selling point.

A valuable relationship of trust
The relationship between a car owner and
workshop owner is based on trust. This is
why customers should be told about the
quality of replacement parts and supplies.
MOTOREX holds regular seminars for
its customers, delivering valuable information on lubricants which are in a
process of constant development. Armed
with this information, you will be able to

give convincing reasons for choosing
a high-quality motor oil. Afterwards,
your customers will know they can drive
with confidence and that their car is safe
even with the long recommended interval between services.

The right product for every need
Whether you’re looking for a motor oil
with LowAsh technology for modern
diesel engines meeting ACEA 04 specifications, or one for a high-performance
sporty engine, or one for an older car
with 150,000 km on the clock, you can
always rely on the following if you choose
MOTOREX:

With MOTOREX’s practical engine compartment stickers, one can see straight away
which oil was used during the last service.

– You will always get a quality
MOTOREX product
– We assume comprehensive product
liability if our motor oils are filled
in accordance with current vehicle
manufacturer specifications
– You benefit from an extensive range
of free services, such as oil analysis,
service and engine compartment
stickers, professional customer service and display materials
– MOTOREX motor oils are only
available in workshops and specialist
retailers – no competition from
wholesale distributors

Many MOTOREX services
come free as an integral part
of the product.

– MOTOREX offers a wide selection
of technologically advanced motor
oils in every quality and price segment
– The MOTOREX OILBAG means
your customers always have the right
oil with them even when they’re on
the road
Do you have any questions about motor
oil? Your MOTOREX partner can give
you a quick and competent answer.
The MOTOREX OILBAG lets
you find the oil container easily,
even with a full load.
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Export

Highlight

For the past five years, BIHR has been

Thanks to its combination of low

the official MOTOREX importer in

ash additives and sulfur-free base

France for the motorcycles market.

oils, the new MOTOREX FOCUS 4

A good reason for a brief introduction

motor oil is ideal for use in low emis-

to our partner from Alsace.

sion Euro 4 and 5 diesel engines with
particle filters and other exhaust
aftertreatment systems.

Parlez-vous MOTOREX?
A leading brand needs a strong importer
to expand successfully into export
markets. The professionals at BIHR
DISTRIBUTION are BUCHER
MOTOREX’s strong partner in France.
The company’s core competencies are
in selling and distributing spare parts
and supplies for mopeds, quadbikes, jet
skis and automobile pistons. These are
sold to professional motorcycle dealers
and workshops throughout France.
Well-trained employees are essential
for convincingly presenting the benefits
of a lubricant. Training at MOTOREX.

As boss, Cyrille Bihr is the symbol of the
company’s success. Often there are over
25,000 articles in stock at the warehouse.
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Importance of lubricants
BIHR knows the importance of a highquality motor oil from its own experience. When the company was formed
in 1975, it had three employees and
dealed exclusively in WISECO brand
pistons. They acquired various used
pistons which had seen better days; too
little or poor quality motor oil destroyed
many a piston and helped boost the
company’s sales in the 1970s. The company grew and began to distribute other
prominent brands like MIKUNI,
KEIHIN, YOSHIMURA, BIKE LIFT,
WOSSNER, VERTEX, BMC,
TSUBAKI, NGK, TOMMASELLI,
and – not least – MOTOREX: Today
BIHR is a major operation with a workforce of no less than 55 employees.

Strong distribution
The company’s founder, Cyrille Bihr,
knows the French market intimately and
believes in the importance of a highly
effective sales force. Distribution of
MOTOREX lubricants and auto care
products started in 2000 and marked the
opening of another new chapter in BIHR’s
success story. Additional sales personnel
were hired. Today, the company has a
network of some 10 sales representatives
throughout the country in close contact
with resellers and keeping a constant
finger on the pulse of the market.

Most effective distribution channels
Having this effective distribution channel has helped MOTOREX maintain
its strong growth in France. BIHR and
MOTOREX share a common philosophy
on issues like image, quality, technical
market leadership and service.
Professionalism is a keynote of BIHR,
from the warehouse through the ordering
and delivery procedures to feedback to the
manufacturers. “This is where our strength
lies!” says Cyrille Bihr with pride, as he
turns to the next challenge. And whatever
that challenge is, we are confident that he
will tackle it with great success!

Ready for the future:
Under the current Euro standard, diesel
emission values will become steadily more
restrictive in future. For example, the
Euro 4 and 5 exhaust emissions standards
have increased requirements for the motor
oils used. The diesel engines in this generation require low ash and sulfur lubricants
(LowSAPS = low sulfate ash, phosphorus
and sulfur) which protect exhaust aftertreatment systems components from dangerous deposits.

Costly development
Before a motor oil like the pathbreaking
MOTOREX FOCUS 4 can get official
approval, substantial investment in R&D
is required. This starts with chemical
laboratory testing and ends with long-

MOTOREX FOCUS 4

distance truck testing, often in cooperation with leading engine developers.
The lubricant is only forwarded to the
various agencies for approval after countless evaluations and series of tests.
MOTOREX FOCUS 4 SAE 10W/40
was specially developed for Euro 4/5
engines and can be used in engines with
exhaust recycling or exhaust aftertreatment (SCR systems), and in engines with
or without particle filters.
The new FOCUS 4 motor oil is another
step by MOTOREX on the road
to LowSAPS motor oils, meeting future
standards today. Your personal
MOTOREX partner or our customer
service will be glad to provide further
information.

Diesel emission values for EURO 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
HC
EURO

1

2

3

NOx
4

5

PM

Types of emissions

CO
PM
NOx
CO
HC

= particulate matters
= nitrogen oxides
= carbon monoxide
= hydrocarbons

The Euro 4 and 5 exhaust regulations
set a high standard for environmental
compatibility. Compared with 1990 levels,
nitrogen oxides (NOx) must be reduced
by 86% by 2009, carbon monoxide (CO)
by 87%, hydrocarbons (HC) by 81% and
particulate matters (PM) by 94%.

The advantages of MOTOREX FOCUS 4:
• Already meets E6 and E7, the latest ACEA specifications for heavy-duty diesel engines
• Suitable for engines with or without particle filters thanks to very low sulfate ash
• Extends the life of diesel particle filters and oxidation catalysts so that commercial
vehicles can deliver full performance for longer
• Increased oil change intervals (according to manufacturer specifications)
• Outstanding wear protection, giving longer engine life
• Minimal oil consumption thanks to low evaporation loss (NOACK)
• Synthetic performance motor oil with LowSAPS technology
• Meets tomorrow’s requirements (Mercedes-Benz/MAN) today.
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With today’s technology, deep-hole

process and processing fluid shows
through clearly in extended tool life.

drillings with high depth-to-diameter

utable to the
complex package of additives
in all MOTOREX ORTHO cutting oils
using vmax technology. MOTOREX
vmax technology delivers the desired
chemical synergies at the decisive moment
for processing in specific temperature
ranges, resulting in maximum production
speeds.

ratios using single-lip drills can be
made to high precision on machining
centers, using sophisticated equipment and drills. The drilling fluid applied plays a central role.

Photos: Botek

Deep-hole drilling in difficult-to-cut materials
Deep-hole drilling on a modern machining
center requires a deep-hole drill and
a powerful high-pressure cooling system.
In deep-hole drilling of high alloy stainless
steels like those used in medical devices,
the drilling fluid continuously flushes chips
out of the hole under very high pressure,
ensuring process reliability at every stage.

INOX 1.4441 implant
The processing for the implant in the illustration includes turning, tapping, deephole drilling, hexagon milling, cutting and
smoothing. If all the steps are to be done
on the same machining center, the cutting
oil used must also be high-performance.
Conventional deep-hole drilling oil cannot
meet this requirement. For proper machining of the piece, the cutting oil must have
the following properties:
• outstanding extreme pressure
characteristics, as the system pumps
oil at up to 350 bar
• good degassing properties in all
temperature ranges
Modern carbide drills, such as the BOTEK
single-lip drill, face increasing advance
speeds and stresses. High-tech is the only

10
12

answer.

• extreme cooling capacity, specifically
for deep-hole drilling
• optimal protection for tool edges
in tapping and drilling

• above-average wetting and lubricant
properties
• no odor or aerosol emissions
The specialists chose MOTOREX
ORTHO NF-X for a comparative test
with a conventional deep-hole drilling oil,
focusing specifically on the deep-hole
drilling stage.

Informative comparison series
Complete processing of the ductile implant steel workpiece at Stuckenbrock
Medizintechnik GmbH in Tuttlingen,
Germany, plainly pushed all the production elements to their limits.

The greatest advantage of ORTHO
NF-X, with its low viscosity of ISO 15,
was its ability to bridge the gap between a
thick oil, e.g. 32 cSt, for tapping and a thin
oil for deep-hole drilling without any loss
of performance. While surface quality
was virtually identical in the previous processing stages, deep-hole drilling with
ORTHO NF-X showed sharply improved
tool life (see diagram of drill bit life) with
optimized Ra values.
Overall performance also increased greatly,
by over 47.6%. The improvement is attrib-

Do you have any questions about
deep-hole drilling? Our specialists
at MOTOREX AG will be glad
to assist you.

Deep-hole drilling
with a favorable side effect
Deep-hole drilling on a machining center
begins with a pilot hole. During drilling
with the solid carbide single-lip bit the tool
is supported by the guide pads on the hole
wall. This has a smoothing effect, giving
the high surface quality (Ra value) which
is a characteristic of deep-hole drilling,
and maximizes tolerance and shape accuracy in drilling. This otherwise requires an
additional process, such as lapping. The
ability to omit lapping as a processing stage
not only boosts production capacity but
also has cost benefits.
Modern deep-hole drilling tools are highprecision, high-tech products which constitute an important factor in production
costing. An ideal combination of tool,

This high-precision implant is made from
1.4441 implant steel in several processing
steps using a deep-hole drill at Stuckenbrock Medizintechnik GmbH in Germany.

Bit life in deep-hole drilling
The comparison series was produced on
identical TORNOS machining centers
with the same tools. Particular attention
was paid to the results of deep-hole drilling
using a conventional deep-hole drilling oil
and MOTOREX ORTHO NF-X. The
extreme requirements in terms of high
pressure stability and cooling properties
of the cutting oil during deep-hole drilling
(bit diameter 1.15 mm, hole depth 60 mm)
revealed significant differences after only
a short time.

1200

MOTOREX ORTHO
R
NF-X ISO 15
800

Drilling oil ISO
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B ox

Sixteen-year-olds see certain things very differently from
“adults”. Bob van Tulder, son of the owner of MOTOREX
partner ARIETE in the Netherlands, is no different. What
looks impossible to most people is just a new challenge to Bob,
who kept practicing on his 50 cc scooter…

Photo: B.van Tulder

Cool ideas

Bob’s wheelie on the MOTOREX scooter

…until he could sustain a perfect wheelie over an extended
distance. His fellow students were impressed – the girls especially. In the Netherlands, young people are permitted to ride
50 cc scooters and motorbikes from age 16. Bob has been a
motocross fan since age six and is an enthusiastic marshal at
the Lierop Motocross Grand Prix.
His favorite leisure-time subject is scooters, motocross, and
how his wheelie trick saves wear on his front tire. Way to go! –
but wear a helmet next time.

Do you know about...
Photo: FISCHER AG

...the MOTOREX Synergy Project with FISCHER AG Precision Spindles?
At MOTOREX, products incorporating
knowledge derived from collaboration
with machine and component makers are
referred to as “Synergy Projects”.
For some time now, MOTOREX has
partnered on technology with Herzogenbuchsee-based FISCHER AG, the leading
Swiss manufacturer of precision spindles.
A wide variety of FISCHER spindles are
used for nearly every purpose in the
machine tool industry – a perfect opportunity for MOTOREX to develop innova-

tive coolants and lubricants to meet the challenges of spindle
technology. Factors such as thermal
stability and rapid heat dissipation
are essential to ensure continuous high
spindle performance and durability.
More information about
FISCHER AG can be found at
www.fischerag.com

Records are there to be broken. The only way to do the impossible is to keep
on going when others stop. And no matter where you want to go, the oil to get you there
14
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An example of top-quality Swiss precision - the new MOTOREX design watches. As soon as you see them, you will be delighted with
these watches, which are manufactured in Switzerland.
ion!
ited Edit

Design Sport Chrono
High-quality ISA 8161/202 quartz movement with hour, minute and
second hands, chronograph function for 30 minutes and date. Shockproof. Stainless steel casing (40 mm dia.) with screw back and mineral
crystal. Modern leather strap. 24-month guarantee. Attractive gift presentation packaging (made of metal).

Design Watch Fashion Lim
Elegant quartz watch. Gold-plated movement. Hour and minute hands
as well as a date display. Shock-proof. Casing made of stainless steel
(36 mm dia.), satin finish with mineral crystal. Modern leather strap. 24month guarantee. Attractive gift presentation packaging.

Article No. 4.18

Article No. 4.19

Delivered from week 50 onwards. For your order, please use the card in the center of this magazine. Please ask your MOTOREX importer about the availability, price and delivery time of
the above articles. Thank you.

